Directions to Tierra de Verano en Rancho Cajones
( Don & Jacquie Mackenzie & Jolene Gailey)

(1) Head out of town following signs to Leon and J. Rosas…

(2)At the San Miquel de Allende-Leon-Cereso roundabout as you get on ROUTE 67,
you have 7.9 miles to go

(3) Continue to follow ROUTE 67; at the Carbonera (1) sign you have 5.9 miles to
go. Follow ROUTE 67 to the Trinidad(3) sign, - - -

(4) - - - right after Pemex gas on the right and TURN RIGHT to Trinidad; you have 4.2
miles to go

(5) You are now following Tacubaya – La Poza Road.

(6) Watch out for the topees (“sleeping policemen” in the road)

(7) Follow main street through town to just a few feet before the end of the
hardtop/asphalt road and before a tiny bridge.

(8) TURN RIGHT onto a dirt road; you have 1.6 miles to go.(8th Direction)

(9) Follow the dirt road into a heavy tree overhang

(10) beside a corn field along a very long brick fence.

(11) TURN RIGHT at a tiny unfinished building ; you have 1.4 miles to go. Follow
twisting dirt road in a low field (two brick houses on the left).

(12) The horse or burro in the road gives poor directions; don’t ask! Head into a
concrete creek ford up a concrete and stone driveway and - - - - -

(13) - - - - - past a yellow and red chapel ; you have 1.3 miles to go.

(14) Go past two more brick houses on the left and a barn and TURN RIGHT onto a
heavily traveled dirt road ; you have 1.2 miles to go.

(15 & 16) Stay LEFT at the forks in the road . At
the second fork, - - -

(17) Look at the view behind you .

(18) Continue going past a long white painted wall and lots of chain link fence
toward a very bright green building.

(19) At the fork in the road TURN RIGHT toward a very bright green pre-school. You
have 5/10 of a mile left to travel.
th

(20) Follow along past the green and past a colorful primary school (you have 4/10th
of a mile to go) school, - - - - -

(21) - - - - - down a hill and up and curving until you pass over another dirt road - - -

(22) - - - with a purple house on the left and a yellow and white house on the right, - inch forward until you see - - - -

(23) - - - - an alley to the right: turn right.

(24) There is a mailbox “BUZON #56”, follow down that alley to the - - -

(25) - - - - 2 story white house behind a stone and chain link fence and a garage
without a door. Welcome to Tierra de Verano!!
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